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Human Rights Organization demands 

independent probe into children deaths 

Kolkata, Oct 28 : Expressing doubts over the outcome of an 'internal investigation' giving 

clean chit to the authorities into the recent deaths of scores of children at the government-

run B C Roy Children's Hospital here, a well known Human Rights Organisation today 

demanded a thorough probe into the whole issue by an independent panel of doctors. 

Put forwarding its demand through an open letter to Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee, who also 

holds the Health portfolio, the People for Better Treatment(PBT) questioned the 'neutrality of 

the internal probe' by the government committee. 

 

The internal investigation of the deaths of so many children was completed in a single day by the 

committee which did not find any negligence on the part of the hospital and opined that untimely 

passing away of these hapless children was 'absolutely unavoidable', PBT president and himself 

a noted physician, Kunal Saha said in his letter to the chief minister. 

 

"In order to bring justice to the families of these hapless patients, we request that the details of 

the internal investigation as well as the complete medical records of the unfortunate children be 

made public to help analyse the findings of the probe by a team of independent investigators to 

trace that indeed there was no lapse on the part of the hospital behind the tragic incidents," Dr 

Saha said. 

 

"But if the B C Roy Children's Hospital authorities refused to part with their internal 

investigation report, PBT would have no other option but to move the court of law to bring 

justice to the families of the deceased children," Dr Saha said and urged the chief minister to take 

immediate action in this regard. 

 

Incidentally, in a repeat of last year's incidents in which several new born babies died in the 

hospital, deaths of nearly 15 children were reported in the hospital during the last three to four 

days generating serious concern among the families of other children admitted in different wards. 

 

Like last year, the authorities this year too claimed that all these deaths were because of severe 
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mal-nutrition and underweight at the time of birth of these children, causing huge public uproar 

at different fora. 

--UNI  
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